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Executive Summary

Our Mission

Starting with our small size and quality production, Macha Media is

determined to fulfill all of our customers' needs. Whether large or small,

listening to clients' desires and input, as well as offering our own

expertise is crucial to both satisfying our clients wants, and putting out a

great production. With an emphasis on client relations, we hope to build

long term relationships with customers to grow our reputation, customer

base and word of mouth growth. 

The Company

Macha Media was founded as an LLC by Spencer Chavez and Giared Mati

in January, 2022. Their business is licensed and based in American Fork,

Utah in the quickly growing Salt Lake City metropolitan area. They

started the company with a long term vision to bring high quality

production and innovative creative together to create an excellent

production product for their customers, something they hope to build

on and grow. 

Why Macha? 

Besides being a combination of the two founders' last names; Ma(ti) and

Cha(vez) it also conjures images of fresh things like matcha green tea.

They hope their finished product can match this fresh and exciting image

for their customers. 
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Company Overview
Macha Media is an LLC formed in January 2022 by Spencer Chavez and Giared

Mati. It offers a small business feel of excellent customer service and relations

without sacrificing production quality or excellent creativity. Though small

and new, Macha Media has ambitious growth goals and a vision to achieve

them. 

Chavez and Mati have worked on over 100 projects together, with Chavez

serving as an account manager and Mati as producer. They would work entire

projects from the beginning story-board process, all the way to the finished

product for their customers. They realized they were fully capable of

producing quality content under their own company, and had the idea to form

Macha Media. 

They have completed one project together as Macha Media for $10,000 that

included producing eight commercials for HireBiz. They were able to produce

the eight commercials for $3,000, netting a $7,000 profit for the project. They

have several more projects in the pipeline, and are currently working on

creative ideas for those. 

While they are focusing on advertising right now, they have a more ambitious

long-term goal of producing short films and music videos for Macha Media.

They each have a passion for artistic expression, and see Macha Media as the

perfect medium for their creative dream. 
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Organization

Giared Mati
Co-founder,
Creative Director
and Producer  

Spencer
Chavez

Co-founder and Account
Manager 

-Formed as an LLC 
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Long-Term Goals 

Chavez and Mati each have a vision of Macha Media eventually moving from

only commercials and advertising to more artistic projects such as music and

dance videos as well as short films. 

They would never completely abandon commercials and advertisements, but

hope to grow to a point where they can have a creative outlet and truly

showcase what their artistic potential is. They agree that having a platform to

showcase their abilities beyond advertising will both fulfill their personal

ambitions, as well as help potential clients see exactly what they can expect

from a production and creative standpoint. 

They each feel through their previous work with clients that this is a

neglected aspect of advertising that clients would benefit from seeing, and

hope it will help them stand apart from other, larger competitors when

bidding on contracts and projects. 

With upcoming projects including larger brands like Wells Fargo, RE/MAX and

Los Angeles based fashion company Stampd, their work is already getting

recognition for its superior quality and excellent working relationships. 

Macha Media is excited to take their brand to an even higher level though

their long-term ambition and vision for who they are as a company, and the

artistic values they plan to represent. 
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Market Analysis 

The Unites States' economy is on the verge of recession, inflation remains high

and many companies will undoubtably cut back on their ad spending as profits

fall. Fortunately, being based in the Salt Lake City metropolitan area should help

mitigate the most severe effects of an economic downturn. 

Because of the rapid rate at which Utah has grown, and the constant demand

for both employees and housing in the region, Macha Media expects to escape a

large downturn in business. In fact, they have several projects in the planning

stages right now including Wells Fargo, RE/MAX and Stampd, a fashion brand

located in Los Angeles. These future advertising campaigns will keep Macha

Media busy for the next several months and allow them to continue to pursue

new clients after. 

The diversity of industry in the region should enable Macha Media to both

access several different types of clientele and projects, as well as introduce

them to new opportunities in marketing and advertising. So far, the most

successful form of growth has come through word of mouth, and they

anticipate that to continue due to their small size and client relations.

If economic conditions worsen to the point where landing new clients gets

difficult, they anticipate turning to their more creative ambitions temporarily to

continue to build up their portfolio for future proposals.  
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Competitor Analysis 
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Chamber Media- 

Large agency based out of American Fork, Utah that has generated over $800

million in ad revenue and works with companies like Fabletics and Potbelly

Sandwich Shop. Both Chavez and Mati met while working for the company and

attest to the quality of product, though said it felt bloated with unnecessary

bureaucracy and inefficient oversight. 

Harmon Brothers- 

Agency based out of Provo, Utah who has worked with companies like Vivint,

Squatty Potty, and Poo-Pourri. Known for innovative creative and quirky

advertisements that invite people to learn more about a product or business. 

Public Service- 

Small, similar sized company that focuses on more indie-inspired projects who

both have worked with in the past on collaborative projects. Due to similar size,

they anticipate competing for similar, regional clients while occasionally taking

swings at larger ones as they grow. 

Macha Media identified 3 competitors who they felt offered solid production

quality, excellent creative ideas and who they would be going against in their

pursuit of clients.  



Strengths Weaknesses 

Smaller size enables more
hands on work 
Proven record with past
work 
Expansive portfolio to
showcase abilities 
Good working relationship
with past clients 

Smaller size puts them at a
disadvantage against larger
firms with more resources 
Company is less than a year
old and has only completed
1 project 
Projected economic
downturn 

Opportunities  Threats 

Utah is a rapidly growing
state with a growing variety
of industries including tech
and real estate
Word of mouth growth from
local clients impressed with
their finished product

Weakening economy could
mean less projects and
smaller budgets 
Small team will limit the
amount of projects Macha
can take on 
Lack of experiencing pitching
project ideas and setting
budgets can mean they don’t
maximize profits 

SWOT Analysis 
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Macha Media will need to show their weaknesses as strengths, highlighting

their ability to work closely with clients because of their smaller size. Almost 

all clients look for their opinion and voices to be heard, and Macha Media will

be able to accommodate that better than larger competitors. 



Service/Product Line 
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Macha Media currently offers  advertising services through video such as

commercials, internet video ads on platforms such as Youtube and videos 

for company's social media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter,

and TikTok.  

Current

Future 

Going forward, Macha Media plans to continue to offer excellent services

through effective video production for companies, but hopes to branch 

out into other, more artistic directions with an eye towards short films and 

music and dance videos. 

They also don't want to ignore growing in other areas of marketing such as 

digital, social and traditional forms of media. Looking into making a more

comprehensive marketing strategy beyond just videos and commercials will

make them a more attractive candidate for companies looking for a

complete marketing and advertising strategy. 

Looking forward to the future, Macha Media plans on expansive growth 

across several mediums, and hopes to combine it all under one brand that 

will come to represent extraordinary quality and innovative creative

coupled with beautiful representations of art. 



Marketing and Sales 
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Spencer Chavez serves as the account manager, and is constantly creating

bonds and forging relationships with potential clients. Given their smaller

size and relative newness as a company, this networking has proved crucial

to obtaining contracts and new business. 

Macha Media has completed one project, producing eight commercials for

$3,000 on a $10,000 budget. Though they walked away with $7,000 in

profit, they felt like they probably should have asked for more and took it

as a learning experience. 

Though exact financial numbers for the upcoming projects weren't

available, they plan on having a substantial increase in both revenue and

profits in the short term that they hope to put back into more equipment

and staffers who can fill needed roles to grow as a company. 

Macha Media's best marketer is their finished product, and they have

heard from clients about how impressed they were by both the quality of

work, as well as their commitment to the client's vision. 



Marketing Strategy
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Well built and designed web page 

Presence on most used social media platforms (Facebook, Instagram,

Twitter, LinkedIn, TikTok and Youtube) with consistent posting to grow

engagement 

Good search engine optimization (SEO) strategy 

Effective landing pages

Generating an email list for email marketing 

Well written, specialized blog posts to help rank on search engines

such as Google and bring in prospective clients. Giving site viewers

something to read about explaining the importance of Macha Media's

marketing in any companies strategy is an important tactic

Beyond the simple word of mouth marketing that Macha Media has used

in its initial stages of existence, the company needs to employ more

sophisticated measures going forward. To ensure sustained growth and

legitimacy within the marketing community, Macha Media should adopt

the following marketing strategies: 



Funding 
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Current

Macha Media has netted $7,000 through their first project, and have that

cash on hand. Their current plans are to roll that money over into their

next projects, and use the money from their next projects for future ones

after that. Right now, they do not anticipate the need for a loan in the

short-term, and hope to avoid all debt in the infant stage of their

business. 

Future Projections 

Going forward into the future it's important that Macha Media establishes

credit to ensure it can continue to grow. As the company takes on new

projects and seeks a permanent location with salaried employees, this

credit will become necessary.  

With the rising cost of real estate, and the cost of living in the Salt Lake

City area, Macha Media will need to ensure that it can compete with other

agencies to provide an excellent work environment and comfortable

salaries for its employees. 

With that said, these growth plans and credit needs would be a few years

down the road. Building and sustaining a strong business worthy of

receiving bank credit should be the main priority for now. 



Financial Projections 
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As previously mentioned, Macha Media has netted $7,000 from a 

project with a $10,000 contract. This profit margin of 70% was

higher than they had anticipated but they also finished the project

convinced that they had signed off on too small an offer. 

While they were not able to provide full financial details for

upcoming projects, they assured that each of the coming projects is

worth at least $10,000. 

A profit margin of 70% was surprising to the company, with it

initially assuming it would probably net around 30%-40%. They are

not sure if that 70% margin can be sustained going into the future,

but have recalibrated profit expectations to around 40%-50% for

their upcoming projects. 

This means that the business should be comfortably netting at the

very least $12,000-$15,000 in the next few months as they finish

their upcoming slate of projects. 
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